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 In the last 20 years, attending to consumer demand for at-home delivery has been an area 
of concern for supply chain specialists in the restaurant industry. Applying logistically-sound 
processes for food delivery to its final destination (Also called last-mile delivery) has become a 
necessity for restaurants to gain and sustain competitive advantages. This research seeks to 
catalog the dynamic last-mile delivery innovations by restaurants per consumer demand, assess 
the competitive sustainability of four current food delivery methods (takeout, restaurant delivery, 
3rd party company delivery, & monthly meal delivery) using the VRIN framework, and suggest 
collaborative delivery strategies for future researchers and restaurateurs to consider.   
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Background  
 Last-mile delivery broadly defines the delivery of finished goods to their final 
destination. This final destination could be a retail store, office building, an apartment, or other 
such locations. The complexity of last-mile delivery components is highly-variable depending on 
the structure of a company’s industry, the competitive capabilities, and consumer expectations. 
In the last twenty years, fast food restaurants’ supply chains have been pivoting & scaling to 
data-driven delivery strategies to further current core competencies and react to the dynamically 
changing competitive landscape in the industry. (Fancello et al, 2017).  
 Big data is collected through online food delivery (OFD) services. The creation and 
analytics of these OFD’s have been the preeminent industry innovation in 21st century. OFD’s 
allow restaurants to interact with more potential customers, and provide them place utility 
(Making goods and services easily accessible). As consumers become more tech savvy, it is 
critical that restaurants offer sound OFD interfaces for customers to have consistent, high-quality 
interactions with the restaurants they choose to support (Suhartanto, 2019).  
 Creating an OFD doesn’t guarantee a restaurant’s competitive viability in the ever-
changing industry. While these services can identify market potentials, top-selling items, and 
other such characteristics, restaurants become competitive when they use this data to make 
decisions. The resources and strategies for physically delivering meals to their final destination 
will differ dependent on a restaurant’s last-mile delivery strategy. While there is a plethora of 
highly variable last-mile delivery strategies present in today’s fast food industry, this literature 
review will critically review four basic, highly-visible strategies, and compare the competitive 
viability of each. 
Research Question 
How do last-mile delivery strategies help restaurants compete in a delivery-driven market? 
VRIN Framework  
 This question will be approached using the VRIN framework. VRIN is a qualitative 
competitive advantage scale that measures value, rareness, imitability, and organization of 
delivery strategies within supply chains. Value measures a customer’s willingness to pay and 
ability to save money. Rareness tracks the visibility of the strategy in the industry. Imitable 
qualifies the replicability of the strategy by a new industry competitor. Non-substitutable 
clarifies the presence of alternative methods (Internal or external to the industry) that provide 
similar customer value with another delivery method. For a strategy to be considered sustainable 
long-term, each of the four categories must be fulfilled.  This analysis will show the relative 
strengths and weaknesses of delivery strategies and the need for innovative delivery strategies to 
emerge.  
Overview of Four Delivery Strategies 
 Four delivery methods will be analyzed through the VRIN framework. The first method 
is takeout. It is a dated and highly common method that gives customers the convenience of 
ordering food before-hand and taking their order home. The second method will be restaurant 
delivery, another common method that has been used for several years. Restaurants hire their 
own delivery drivers to deliver food from the restaurant directly to consumer’s desired 
destination. The third method is 3rd party delivery. The delivery market has become saturated 
with these 3rd party services in the last few years with apps like GrubHub, DoorDash, UberEats, 
and many more. The fourth method will be monthly meal delivery. In this method, customers 
curate a month worth of meals delivered to them. These meals require little-to-no prep, simply 
microwaving or pan frying the meal to bring it to room temp. The fifth method is collaborative 
kitchens, which are not currently present in the market. Further information on this method will 
be shared in succeeding paragraphs. 
Delivery Method 1: Takeout 
 The first method is takeout. In this method, customers place orders and take the food 
away to eat at home. This method is valuable because it gives customers the convenience to pre-
order meals, bypass ordering lines, and eat at a preferred destination (Home, office, etc).  It is not 
rare, since it is a very dated method that is very visible in the industry. Additionally, it is not 
inimitable; it is a simple model for new-coming competitors to replicate. Lastly, it is not non-
substitutable since there are various delivery methods that assist customers in bypassing lines 
and eating meals at preferred locations (To be discussed in succeeding paragraphs). 
Delivery Method 2: Restaurant Delivery 
 The second method is restaurant delivery. This method involves restaurants creating 
delivery driver positions (Internal to the company) and delivering orders directly to customers. 
This method is valuable since it offers customers at-home delivery for a manageable fee. 
Dominos created additional customer value with their patented Dominos Pizza Tracker. Released 
in 2008, the tracker gave customers real-time updates order creation and delivery process (Figure 
1). This provided an elevated level of visibility between fast food restaurants and customers; 
value innovation un-seen in the industry (Taylor, 2014).  
 It is not rare since it is a common delivery method offered by countless restaurants. 
Additionally, restaurant delivery is not inimitable; companies can easily replicate the service and 
deliver orders to their customers. This method is also not non-substitutable since there are other 
ways for consumers to get their meals delivered to their homes. 
Delivery Method 3: 3rd Party Delivery 
 3rd party delivery is a newer, highly-visible delivery strategy in the market. In this 
delivery method, companies (Such as GrubHub, UberEats, DoorDash, etc) have created OFD’s 
for customers to order from their favorite restaurants. These companies offer minimal service 
and delivery fees for drivers to pick up order, and deliver straight to customer’s homes. 
Companies like GrubHub have adopted order tracking models similar to Domino’s pizza tracker 
(Figure 2).  
 The continued transparency between businesses and customer for order status makes this 
food delivery method valuable. Though, it is not rare since the OFD model is highly replicable 
and visible in the industry. It is imitable since it has been re-created by various companies. 
Lastly, it not non-substitutable, since customers have different ways to get their food orders 
delivered.  
Delivery Method 4: Monthly Meal Delivery 
 The fourth method is monthly meal delivery. This method offers tremendous customer 
value by offering prepped meals for on-the go lifestyles. Additionally, companies like Freshly 
offer meal selections, allowing customers to coordinate their ideal meals for the entire month 
(Figure 4). This method is not rare since a similar delivery method is present in the market. 
Additionally, this method is imitable, allowing new industry members to adopt a similar model. 
Lastly it is not non-substitutable since consumers are still capable of acquiring a month’s worth 
of food in other ways (Ex] Grocery shopping).   
Innovation Required for Competitive Advantage 
 The four food delivery methods listed thus far have created unique ways to offer 
customer value. Key methods include order tracking software, prepped meal selection, and small 
fees for at-home delivery. Though, none of the four methods are rare, non-imitable, nor are they 
non-substitutable. According to the VRIN framework, a strategy that does not incorporate all 
four criterion offers only a temporary competitive advantage. The critical interest of this 
literature review is to highlight short-term success these methods offer, and consider last-mile 
delivery strategies to incorporate a sustainable delivery strategy for fast food restaurants. 
New Delivery Method: Collaborative Kitchens  
 The original method that incorporates the new innovation required for the industry is 
collaborative kitchens. These kitchens will be large facilities that can host up to 10 restaurants 
individual cooking stations. To minimize the delivery time for delivery drivers, these facilities 
will be constructed in significant locations where restaurants have high sales from their OFD’s. 
Locating the ideal facility locations calls upon a dated, yet effective supply chain theory, the 
square root law.   
 This law states that using geographic coordinates of sales totals can be used to find ideal 
locations for warehouses (Oeser & Romano, 2016). Though the literature on the square root law 
is significantly older compared to the rest of the research produced by this study’s discourse 
community, it is a viable means for restaurants to explore prime locations to place new 
restaurants. Strategically locating the collaborative kitchen will restaurants to operate in high-
service areas, and reduce costs for their delivery drivers.  
  Similar to the square root law, supply chain managers within the fast food industry can 
consider using geographic postponement. This strategy helps identify strategic locations for 
warehouses (Pagh & Cooper, 1998). Locating warehouses near a group of restaurants will allow 
for quicker replenishment of products. 
 This method provides incredible value for customers and restaurants. Customers can 
count on shorter delivery time windows, and reduced service costs. Restaurants can appreciate 
being closer to high-service areas, getting expedited supply replenishment, and sharing overhead 
costs (Of the shared facility) with other restaurants. Collaborative kitchens are also rare since the 
method is not currently visible in the industry. It is non-imitable because the city planning, and 
collaboration amongst restaurants is tedious, prolonged process that can’t be easily re-created by 
new competitors. Lastly, the method non-substitutable, since the collaborative kitchens unique 
service can’t be replaced by another delivery method. 
Conclusion 
 While the VRIN framework clearly highlights the temporary nature of current delivery 
methodologies, it is limited in its ability to measure when the methods will stop offering 
competitive advantages, and how to create new methods. Though the collaborative kitchen 
method suffices all four categories of the VRIN, (Figure 5) it is highly-idealistic method 
attempting to create collaboration amongst competing restaurants, optimize costs, and increase 
customer value. The idea calls upon city planning, last-mile delivery, and construction 
disciplines to further the research necessary to actualize the presence of collaborative kitchens in 
the marketplace. 
 Collaborative kitchens are not the sole innovative method that offers a sustained 
competitive advantage in the industry. Rather a conversation starter about the need for proactive 
innovation to address customers’ demand, and provide the maximum value with a competitively-
viable last-mile delivery strategy.   
  





Appendix A: Interviews 
Interview I 
Date of Interview: Monday, February 17, 2020 
Interviewee: Whitney Jagielski  
Business Name: The BackBurner LLC  
 
1) How long has your business been operating? 
• First week of July 
• Person-to-person advertising. Facebook (Paid) promos 
2) What cuisine does your business offer? 
• Summer- Sandwiches & Burgers 
• (First week of March) Spring- Pierogis & Wings  
3) What is the average cost of a customer transaction? 
• $12 per person 
4) Have you noticed any competitors using an offering a similar cuisine? Similar 
pricing strategy? 
• Not noticed similar cuisine 
• Another pierogi shop in Hawthorne 
• Unsure of prices 
5) Do you use food delivery apps (For personal use)? 
• Yes 
• UberEats primarily 
• Caviar  
• GrubHub 
 
6) Does your business have delivery options? If so, what kind? 
• GrubHub, UberEats, Post Mates.  
• Free promo for 30 days (on each app) 
• Reached out to each app 
• Filled out a general application 
• Phone meeting to discuss menu 
• GrubHub hired a one-hour photographer  
• Plans to continue using 3 apps 
➢ Anticipates more foot traffic, less need for apps  
➢ Sees the apps as promotion, not profit-seeking 
7) What are some substitutes for delivery options? 
• Food Prep 
• Common practice for pierogi 
8) Do you view food delivery apps as threats or opportunities for your business? 
• Opportunity for promotion 
• Does not view them as threats 
9) Do you see your business partnering with food delivery apps? 
• Yes 
10) What successful business and/or delivery strategies have you noticed from your 
competitors?  
• Southern Kitchen (BBQ Truck), heavily involved in local church 
• Church-goers would call in ahead 
o BIG orders 
11) What do you think your business is not currently offering that it can? 
• More hours of availability. 
• Only open during lunch hours.  
• Hire a part-time employee 
o  Requires HR focus 
12) What do you think is the future of food delivery methods for the fast food industry? 
• Scooter Apps & Food Delivery Apps 
o Joint venture  
• Designate scooters for certain delivery apps.  
13) How would you feel about a collaborative kitchen with other companies? 
• Interested  
• Walk-in hours & delivery-only hours  
• The Commissary Kitchen (SE Portland on McLoughlin) has food windows.  
• Defined delivery spaces 




























Date of Interview: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 
Interviewee: Fouad Ismail  
Business Name: Front Porch LLC  
 
1) How long has your business been operating? 
• 6 months  
• August 2019 
2) What cuisine does your business offer? 
• Southern Cooking 
Fried Chicken 
• Collard Greens 
• Baby Back Ribs 
3) What is the average cost of a customer transaction? 
• $9-16 
• Sandwich & Fries 
• Entrée plate. Main entrée, 1-2 sides, & a drink 
4) Have you noticed any competitors using an offering a similar cuisine? Similar 
pricing strategy? 
• BBQ food cart in the food cart community, “Wood-Smoke.” 
• Big’s Chicken down the road.  
5) Do you use food delivery apps (For personal use)? 
• Post Mates 
• GrubHub 
6) Does your business have delivery options? If so, what kind? 
• Not currently 
• Notes he’s heard they take large percentages  
7) What are some substitutes for delivery options? 
• Looking into catering opportunities  
• Mayor’s events 
• Office deliveries  
• Social Media  
• Nike Orders  
8) Do you view food delivery apps as threats or opportunities for your business? 
• Opportunity 
o Prefers foot traffic 
• Feels foot traffic improves marketing 
• Apps provide more marketing profit  
• Extra money gives convenience 
9) Do you see your business partnering with food delivery apps? 
• In the future  
o Depends on fees and marketing opportunities 
• GrubHub 
• Post Mates  
• DoorDash 
10) What successful business and/or delivery strategies have you noticed from your 
competitors?  
• Offering discounts  
o If reviews are provided  
➢ Views Yelp as an extreme helpful tool 
o Helps customers feel they won 
• Punch Cards  
11) What do you think your business is not currently offering that it can? 
• A larger, more standardized menu  
• Sound food prep strategies. Cook-to-order 
• Providing more menu options that are cook-to-order 
12) What do you think is the future of food delivery methods for the fast food 
industry? 
• Feels food delivery apps are still new and will prosper 
13) How would you feel about a collaborative kitchen with other companies? 
• Brings in larger clientele 
• Cheaper overhead costs  
• Creates community for customers & businesses  
 
Additional Information  
1) Property Acquisition  
• Found opportunity in expanding territory 
• Didn’t want to invest in Brick & Mortar 
• Very clean well-managed food cart pod 
• Entered waiting list on property website 
• By-passed list due to differentiation  



















Appendix B: OFD Examples 
 








































Appendix C: VRIN Method Checklist 
 









Takeout Yes No No No No 
Restaurant 
Delivery  
Yes No No No No 
3rd Party 
Delivery 




Yes No No No No 
Collaborative 
Kitchens 
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